## Champion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Champion</th>
<th>Breeder/Owner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CH DESIREE CROWN ROYAL (D)</td>
<td>CH DESIREE CROWN ROYAL (D) BY CH BREVETTE COCKTAILS AND CONFETTI X CH CONNECTION SILJANS SWEETSUPRICE</td>
<td>BREEDER: MAUREEN MCGRAHT OWNER: ALLAN CHAMBERS &amp; ELEANOR MACDONALD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH DESIREE INCREDIBLE MISS DIOR (B)</td>
<td>CH DESIREE INCREDIBLE MISS DIOR (B) BY GCHG CH BREVETTE KID INCREDIBLE X CH CONNECTION SILJANS SWEETSUPRICE</td>
<td>BREEDER/OWNER: MAUREEN MCGRAHT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH DREAMPAPS’ JEAN-ZACHARIE WITH BLAZEN (D)</td>
<td>CH DREAMPAPS’ JEAN-ZACHARIE WITH BLAZEN (D) BY GCH CH DRACO RUNWAY TRIPLE THREAT AT ADAUGEO X CH BLAZEN LE PLUS BEAU DE TOUS AT DREAMPAPS</td>
<td>BREEDER/OWNER: KEITH N FORBES III &amp; SALLY (SISSY) HILL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH GRIFFIN PRINCESS FANTASY HAKKINEN (D)</td>
<td>CH GRIFFIN PRINCESS FANTASY HAKKINEN (D) BY SIRIUS OF PRINCESS FANTASY JP X GRIFFIN JP RULILI</td>
<td>BREEDER: REI ICHI USUI ATSUGISHI OWNER: GABRIEL VALDEZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH KELLIKA’S KING JOSHUA FROM NORWAY (D)</td>
<td>CH KELLIKA’S KING JOSHUA FROM NORWAY (D) BY TILILITA’S INDIANA JONES X CLEOPATRA VOM VOLKERSBERG</td>
<td>BREEDER: SYLVIA MARTINE VAN ZUIDEN &amp; MIRNA ANKIE VAN ZUIDEN HAUKAAS OWNER: CORA VANDEKAR &amp; CAROLINE CHAPUT &amp; KELLY VANDEKAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH POLARIS PLYUS VIANA LITTLE BEAUTY (B)</td>
<td>CH POLARIS PLYUS VIANA LITTLE BEAUTY (B) BY BLEKSVAN REGGI V NOCHI X LIBER REMEMBER ROSE</td>
<td>BREEDER: LARISA POPOVA OWNER: DOROTHY ANDERSON &amp; KAREN MACPHEE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Grand Champion Silver

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Grand Champion Silver</th>
<th>Breeder/Owner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GCHS CH BLAZEN THE FLYING SCOTSMAN (D)</td>
<td>GCHS CH BLAZEN THE FLYING SCOTSMAN (D) BY CH BLAZEN HEAVEN’S FIRE X CH FOREVR SHE’S THE REAL CHIC AT BLAZEN</td>
<td>BREEDER/OWNER: SALLY (SISSY) HILL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Grand Champion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Grand Champion</th>
<th>Breeder/Owner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GCH CH HONEYKYST CARIBBEAN TEASE (B)</td>
<td>GCH CH HONEYKYST CARIBBEAN TEASE (B) BY GCH CH KANDYNO DE COSTALINA X NAMASTE YOU’RE NOT THE BOSS OF ME</td>
<td>BREEDER: MRS. VALERIE L GARCIA &amp; CYNTHIA SPRINGER OWNER: MRS. VALERIE L GARCIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCH CH MARICHIN PRINCESS ROYAL (B)</td>
<td>GCH CH MARICHIN PRINCESS ROYAL (B) BY GCH CH MARICHIN A TRIBUTE TO NOUVEAU X CH MARICHIN BLAZEN THE PERFECT STORM</td>
<td>BREEDER: SALLY (SISSY) HILL &amp; MARICHIN C URIARTE OWNER: MARICHIN C URIARTE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Champions Report

- CH ROCYN’S FROM RUSSIA WITH LOVE (B)
  - BREEDER: CYNTHIA SPRINGER & KATHLEEN OBOYLE
  - OWNER: CYNTHIA SPRINGER
- CH RUNWAY’S RUN FORREST RUN (D)
  - BREEDER: JULIA KING
  - OWNER: MISS BRIANNA ALYSSA BEDROSIAN & MRS. MONICA NICOLE BEDROSIAN

---
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COMPANION DOG EXCELLENT

CH SLEEPY CREEK SAILOR MAN'S IMAGE CDX BN CGC (B)
BY GCH CH ASHLOR'S SMOOTH SAILING UD RE AX AXJ X CH SANDEL'S DUCHESS OF MONARCH UD RE AX MXJ
BREEDER: CANDY JANKE & HANNAH RALSTON
OWNER: MARY FRISCH & MIKE FRISCH

CH ESPRIT'S HEAVEN'S GATE LAVENDER BLUE RN (D)
BY HEAVEN'S GATE FREE SPIRIT X JO-BEE'S JUST IN TIME
BREEDER: PATSY KIRK & LEE BEESON & BEE BEESON & GAREY KIRK
OWNER: PATRECIA NELSON & BEVERLY HOBBY

BEGINNER NOVICE

BLAZEN REIGN OF FIRE BN RA AX MXJ NF TKA (D)
BY CH NOUVEAU SPOT ON X CH SABAMORES U DO CONNECTION
BREEDER: SALLY (SISSY) HILL
OWNER: SHERRY NEUMANN & SALLY (SISSY) HILL

CH SLEEPY CREEKS SMOOTH MOVES BN (B)
BY GCH CH MACH3 SLEEPY CREEK'S SMOOTH CRUZIN RN MXC MJC X ET'S LIVING IN THE BERNDOCKS
BREEDER/OWNER: CANDY JANKE & HANNAH RALSTON

MACH2 J-BAR SPIRIT OF THE WEST RN MXS MJS MXF TQX T2B2 CGC (D)
BY GCH CH MEFATH'S BAILEY'S X CH J-BAR MAJICAL PIXIE DUST
BREEDER: JENNIFER ABLE-JONES
OWNER: M RILEY ALLEN

RALLY NOVICE

CH ESPRIT'S HEAVEN'S GATE LAVENDER BLUE RN (D)
BY HEAVEN'S GATE FREE SPIRIT X JO-BEE'S JUST IN TIME
BREEDER: PATSY KIRK & LEE BEESON & BEE BEESON & GAREY KIRK
OWNER: PATRECIA NELSON & BEVERLY HOBBY

MARVAL ZIGGY STARDUST RN CGC TKN (D)
BY INTER WIN YOUR FOREVER X STARSIGN'S WRITTEN IN THE STARS
BREEDER: MARY HUGHES
OWNER: SHERRIE ABBOTT JOHNS

RALLY INTERMEDIATE

BELLADONNA A BLING KA-CHING RI NAJ CGC TKP (B)
BY GCH CH FAIRYTAILS N' BELLADONNA'S NO REGRETS NO APOLOGIES X BELLADONNA N' MICDIC'S JEWEL OF THE NILE
BREEDER: KERRI PETTEY
OWNER: SUSAN IGGULDEN

RALLY ADVANCED

MACH2 DOMINO'S INSURGENT OF WOLFCREEK RN MXG PAD MJC PJD MFB T2B3 CGC TKN (D)
BY CH DOMINO'S TOAST OF THE TOWN X CH DOMINO'S IN VOUGE
BREEDER: LEONA G DOMINO & LAURA TEMPERATO
OWNER: LESLIE A MYERS D.V.M.

MICKTHEA YOSEMITE SHAVANO CDX RA (B)
BY CH MICKTHEA QUARK DE CHAOS RN X MICKTHEA OPHELIA
BREEDER: DORTHEA ROBINSON D.V.M.
OWNER: JUDY JACKSON
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RALLY MASTER

WILDFIRE QUICK AS A WINK BN RM FDC SCN SIN SBN OSD CGC TKP (B)
BY CH WILDFIRE MIND GAMES X CH WILDFIRE ON THE RADAR
BREEDER: ANGELA S PICKETT & CHESLIE PICKETT
OWNER: GLORIA FLIPPEN

FARM DOG CERTIFIED

DENZEL TAKE ON ME BN RA FDC AXP AJP XFP RATO CGCA CGCU TKE (D)
BY CH ALLISTAR DENZEL TAKE THE STAGE X CH DENZEL SHENANIGANS
BREEDER: TRACY BURDICK & ALLISON ROUNDS & ADRIANNE ROUNDS
OWNER: REGINA EDWARDS

NOVICE AGILITY

CADAGA- SHERJAK XTRAORDINAIRE NA (B)
BY CH CADAGA LIFELONG’S DAZZLE X CADAGA XENIA
BREEDER: JOHN OULTON & DEANNA CLARK
OWNER: MARY STONE

OPEN AGILITY

CH SLEEPY CREEKS CUP OF JOE BN OA OAJ (D)
BY CH LA REN ANDALI RAISIN’ A RUCKUS X CH SLEEPY CREEK’S DIAMOND’S N PEARLS CDX BN RA AX OAJ
BREEDER/OWNER: CANDY JANKE & KENDAL FABISIAK & HANNAH RALSTON

URANIA MARGENIS OA OAJ (B)
BY MILBU XANADU BEAUTY X INDIRA MARGENIS
BREEDER: AUSRA BAKSYTE
OWNER: MARY SCESNY

MASTER BRONZE AGILITY

MARQUIS POCA DOT MX MXB MXJ MJB (D)
BY MARQUIS NIGHT SHADOW ON THE PROWL X MARQUIS ROYAL PROVIDENCE
BREEDER: KEVIN M RAY & PAULA RAY
OWNER: WHITE BOURLAND & LINDA BOURLAND

MASTER GOLD AGILITY

MACH2 DOMINO’S INSURGENT OF WOLFCREEK MXG PAD MJC PJ D MFB T2B3 CGC TKN (D)
BY CH DOMINO’S TOAST OF THE TOWN X CH DOMINO’S IN VOGUE
BREEDER: LEONA G DOMINO & LAURA TEMPERATO
OWNER: LESLIE A MYERS D.V.M.
MASTER CENTURY AGILITY

MACH3 JAD'SPICE'S THYME TO FLY MXC
MJB2 PJD MFB TQX T2B5 CGC (D)
BY MACH SPICE'S JET AROUND THYME CD
BN RE MXS MJG AXP AJP T2B CGCA CGCU X
JAD'S PRETTY MISS MOLLY
BREEDER: JO-ANNE DORMAN
OWNER: FELICIA A CANADA M.D. & LISA SCALF

MACH2 SONATA'S FIREWORKS AT FENWAY MXC MJG OF (D)
BY MACH2 VICTORIA PARK JP SANTA CLAUS
MXG MJS X HUNDEBUDEN'S QUNA MY OBSESSION
BREEDER/OWNER: MARY SCESNY

CADAGA- SHERJAK XTRAORDINAIRE NA NAJ (B)
BY CH CADAGA LIFELONG'S DAZZLE X CADAGA XENIA
BREEDER: JOHN OULTON & DEANNA CLARK
OWNER: MARY STONE

SONATA'S IN A HEARTBEAT NA NAJ (B)
BY MACH2 SONATA'S FIREWORKS AT FENWAY MXC MJG OF X ASTTA CARRERA SUMMER MELODY
BREEDER: MARY SCESNY
OWNER: JILL ANNE BLUM

MASTER BRONZE AGILITY 2

MACH4 LITTLE MISS C MXB2 MJB2 XF T2B3 (B)
BY JACK JACK ATTACK X CLASSICAL JAZZ
BREEDER: JEANNE MCMICHAEL
OWNER: LIZ BINGHAM

MACH4 WORLD WAR Z MXB2 PAD MJB2 PJD NF CGC TKN (D)
BY GCH CH COPELLA CREATING CHAOS X CH COPELLA HERE COMES TROUBLE
BREEDER: ASHLEY GRISSOM & SHIRLEY HORN
OWNER: JUDY RAMSEY

OPEN AGILITY JUMPER

URANIA MARGENIS OA OAJ (B)
BY MILBU XANADU BEAUTY X INDIRA MARGENIS
BREEDER: AUSRA BAKSYTE
OWNER: MARY SCESNY

NOVICE AGILITY JUMPER

BELLADONNA A BLING KA-CHING RI NAJ CGC TKP (B)
BY GCH CH FAIRYTAILS N' BELLADONNA'S NO REGRETS NO APOLOGIES X BELLADONNA N' MICDI'S JEWEL OF THE NILE
BREEDER: KERRI PETTEY
OWNER: SUSAN IGGULDEN

EXCELLENT AGILITY JUMPER

A NIGHTS MISSION 2 GET R DUN OF SPRINGHILL FDC OA AXJ OF CA DCAT SCN SIN SEN CGC TKA (B)
BY MARRICS BEEN THERE DUN THAT PH X GCHB CH A NIGHTS MISSION ACCOMPLISHED
BREEDER/OWNER: JUDY DUNN & DUANE E DUNN

GCH CH BERDOCK'S LAST VOYAGE AT SLEEPY CREEK CDX BN GN OA AXJ CGC TKI (D)
BY GCH CH ASHLOR'S SMOOTH SAILING UD RE AX AXJ X ET'S LIVING IN THE BERDOCKS
BREEDER: ANGELA WORZALLA
OWNER: HANNAH RALSTON
FOREVR FUTURE’S WIDE OPEN NA AXJ
ACT1 TKN (D)
BY CH FOREVR ROY ROGERS X FOREVR THE GEE SPOT
BREEDER: RUTH ANN FORD & DANNY R FORD II & BARBARA KERNOTT & CHARLES KERNOTT
OWNER: SHARA HUMPERT

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER

WINDLAKE KISATCHIE ROUGH AND READY
RN OA MXJ XF CGC TKN (D)
BY CH WINDLAKE SUMMER BREEZE X GCH CH WINDLAKE KAROUSEL SPIRIT OF ALFA AT PATUXENT NA OAJ
BREEDER: LETTY MCNULTY & JACQUELYN CANTWELL & FRANK GILMER
OWNER: SHARON K BACON

MASTER GOLD JUMPER

GCHS CH MACH2 AERILEE’S KITTO KATSU MXG MJG OF BCAT CGC TKN (B)
BY CH LIVewire-ETS LEWD’N LASCIVIOUS NAJ SWNE SIAE SBAE SCE SHDN X CH MACH2 AERILEE’S SPARKLING TREASURE MXS MJS T2B
BREEDER: MRS. JULIE KAY CURRIER
OWNER: MRS. LINDSEY RAE BARROWS & MRS. JULIE KAY CURRIER

MASTER GOLD JUMPER 2

MACH4 NANKEN MY MCQUEEN FOR A DAY MXC PAD MJG2 PJS MFC TQX T2B5 CA BCAT (B)
BY CH NANKEN MOONLIGHT SONATA X NANKEN QUEEN OF DIAMONDS
BREEDER: NANA RIDGEWAY
OWNER: DEBORAH SCHEEL

AGILITY FAST NOVICE

MACH5 NANKEN FLYIN’ HIGH MXS2 MJC2 NF TKA (B)
BY CAROUSEL POKER CHIP X NANKEN SECRET AT MIDNIGHT
BREEDER: DOROTHY E TEEPLE & NANA RIDGEWAY
OWNER: SHARON ROOKS

AGILITY FAST OPEN

A NIGHTS MISSION 2 GET R DUN OF SPRINGHILL FDC OA AXJ OF CA DCAT SCN SIN SEN CGC TKA (B)
BY MARRICS BEEN THERE DUN THAT PH X GCHB CH A NIGHTS MISSION ACCOMPLISHED
BREEDER/OWNER: JUDY DUNN & DUANE E DUNN

AGILITY FAST EXCELLENT

MESa’S GENTLE ON MY MIND MX AXJ XF (B)
BY CH STARSIGN-N-MESA’S HEY LOOK ME OVER CGC X STARSIGN’S COPY CAT
BREEDER: MELISSA HADLEY
OWNER: MS. SHARON ANN ROOKS

MASTER BRONZE JUMPER 2

MACH3 JAD’SPEICE’S THYME TO FLY MXC MJB2 PJd MFB TQX T2B5 CGC (D)
BY MACH SPICE’S JET AROUND THYME CD BN RE MXS MJG AXP AJP T2B CGCA CGCU X JAD’S PRETTY MISS MOLLY
BREEDER: JO-ANNE DORMAN
OWNER: FELICIA A CANADA M.D. & LISA SCALF
TITAN’S MISS B’HAVEN RAVEN MX MXB
MXJ MJS XF T2B2 CGC TKN (B)
BY SANDEL’S HERMES MESSAGE X
MONARCH’S PRINCESS PENELope
BREEDER: DR. MAURA C BUCKNER D.V.M.
OWNER: LIZ BINGHAM

TRIPLE Q EXCELLENT

CH MACH BLACK MOUNTAIN FAR AND
AWAY RE MXS MJG MFB TQX T2B CA SCN
SIN SBN TKP (B)
BY MACH LIVEWIRE ESPIRITU PRIMO MXB
MJB MXF TQX X BLACK MOUNTAIN WITH
WILD ABANDON
BREEDER: ALICE M BLAZER
OWNER: MS. MARIE WICKHORST

MACH PRINCESS LILY WIGGLEBUTT MXB
MJB MXF TQX TKN (B)
BY MILTON ROBOSOME BANDY X KOH
TANG’S ADA NINJA MASTER BANDY
BREEDER: CATHERINE BETH BANDY &
JASON BRUCE BANDY
OWNER: PATRICIA BISKER

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION

MACH CHESARAB PEPE MXB MJB ACT2 (D)
BY CAYLO SERENADE DANCING IN THE
MOONLIGHT X CHESARAB’S KATSHE
LARKSPUR CGC
BREEDER: SHEILA DI VACCARO
OWNER: TOM DETELICH

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION 4

MACH4 LITTLE MISS C MXB2 MJB2 XF
T2B3 (B)
BY JACK JACK ATTACK X CLASSICAL JAZZ
BREEDER: JEANNE MCMICHAEL
OWNER: LIZ BINGHAM

TIME 2 BEAT 4

MACH9 LIVEWIRE ZEN MASTER RN MXB3
PAD MJS3 PJU MFB TQX T2B4 SWE SCME
SIM SEM SHDE (D)
BY CH WISE’S LITTLE BIG MAN X LIVEWIRE
DUNDEE WHAM BAM THANK YOU MAM SCN
SIN SBN
BREEDER: DANEEN FOX & JULIE SANDOVAL
& FRANCINE P HERMAN
OWNER: SHARON KIHARA

AGILITY COURSE TEST 1

D’ARTAGNAN VI RI ACT1 CGC TKI (D)
BY MONARCH’S MIGHTY OLAF X GALA’S JEZZ
IZZ A BELLE
BREEDER: KELLY DUDLEY
OWNER: ELISSA GIFFORD

MGL-ISLE EDITH PIAF OF VW ACT1 CGC
TKI (B)
BY CH MGL LIMITED EDITION OF VW X CH
ST BLAISE NAOMI
BREEDER: BETTY M WINTHERS & CARLISLE
PEEL
OWNER: LISA DEACON & CHARLES SMALLEY

DCAT

A NIGHTS MISSION 2 GET R DUN OF
SPRINGHILL FDC OA OAJ NF CA DCAT SCN
SIN SEN CGC TKA (B)
BY MARRICS BEEN THERE DUN THAT PH X
GCHB CH A NIGHTS MISSION ACCOMPLISHED
BREEDER/OWNER: JUDY DUNN & DUANE E
DUNN
NOIR MIST COPELLA SINGLE & LOVIN IT
OA OAJ XF DCAT TKA (B)
BY GCH CH DRACO LIMITED EDITION AT
COPELLA X GCH CH NOIR MIST KISS AND
TELL AT COPELLA
BREEDER: JEANIE SCHMIDT & PAULA COX
OWNER: DONNA HEAVNER

SCENT WORK HANDLER
DISCRIMINATION NOVICE

TOPFLITE FLAMBEAU IF I CAN DREAM
ACT1 SCN SIN SEN SHDN CGC TKN (B)
BY CH ARKENO'S MEMPHIS BLUES CDX X
GCH CH FLAMBEAU'S CAMILLE OF TOPFLITE
BREEDER: KEITH MACALUSO & SANDRA L
SCHUMACHER & MARGARET ZACHER
OWNER: TERESA CARLILE & SANDRA L
SCHUMACHER

SCENT WORK CONTAINER NOVICE

TOPFLITE FLAMBEAU IF I CAN DREAM
ACT1 SCN SIN SEN SHDN CGC TKN (B)
BY CH ARKENO'S MEMPHIS BLUES CDX X
GCH CH FLAMBEAU'S CAMILLE OF TOPFLITE
BREEDER: KEITH MACALUSO & SANDRA L
SCHUMACHER & MARGARET ZACHER
OWNER: TERESA CARLILE & SANDRA L
SCHUMACHER

SCENT WORK INTERIOR ADVANCED

WILDFIRE UNDER MY SPELL CD BN MX
MXB MXJ MJB NF SWA (B)
BY GCHG CH WILDFIRE UNCENSORED X CH
WILDFIRE THE SORCERESS
BREEDER: ANGELA S PICKETT & CHESLIE
PICKETT
OWNER: PAM BATES

SCENT WORK EXTERIOR ADVANCED

GCH CH MONARCH'S PERFUME &
PROMISES CDX PCDX BN GN RM3 RAE2
FDC SWA SCE SIE SBE CGC TKN (B)
BY CH JOCO'S TUINLUV BRAVEHEART X
MONARCH'S DAINTY DINAH-TEE
BREEDER: MARGIE RICCOMINI
OWNER: NORINE NIEMAN

SCENT WORK CONTAINER MASTER

GCH CH MONARCH'S PERFUME &
PROMISES CDX PCDX BN GN RM3 RAE2
FDC SWA SCM SIE SBE CGC TKN (B)
BY CH JOCO'S TUINLUV BRAVEHEART X
MONARCH'S DAINTY DINAH-TEE
BREEDER: MARGIE RICCOMINI
OWNER: MISS NORINE NIEMAN

WILDFIRE UNDER MY SPELL CD BN MX
MXB MXJ MJB NF SWA (B)
BY GCHG CH WILDFIRE UNCENSORED X CH
WILDFIRE THE SORCERESS
BREEDER: ANGELA S PICKETT & CHESLIE
PICKETT
OWNER: PAM BATES
**CANINE GOOD CITIZEN**

**BRIARKEEP’S MISTS OF AVALON BCAT CGC (B)**
By GCH CH STARSIGN’S SAMWISE THE BRAVE AT BRIARKEEP RN AX AXJ OF BCAT CGCA CGCU TKI VHMA X CH STARSIGN’S ARWEN EVENSTAR AT BRIARKEEP BCAT 
Breeder/Owner: MS. LAURA N HOOSER & MS. BLAIR N HOOSER & MS. CYNTHIA NICHOLS

**DOMINO’S LIGHTNING BEFORE THE THUNDER OF WOLFCREEK CGC (B)**
By GCH CH DOMINO’S HIGH VOLTAGE X CH DOMINO’S TALK OF THE TOWN 
Breeder: LAURA TEMPERATO & LEONA G DOMINO 
Owner: DR. LESLIE A MYERS D.V.M. & MS. LAURA TEMPERATO

**MARQUIS FLOAT LIKE A BUTTERFLY CGC (D)**
By MARQUIS THE BUTTERFLY EFFECT X CH MARQUIS GIRLS’S NIGHT OUT 
Breeder: PAULA RAY & KEVIN M RAY & JESSICA ISENBARGER 
Owner: KATHY KNUCKLES

**TRICK DOG NOVICE**

**PINNACLE SAMSON WHAT A TRIP UD RE TKN (D)**
By DEANNA’S PEANUT BUTTER-FLY X PINNACLE’S PRETTY IN PINK 
Breeder: PATRECIA NELSON 
Owner: BEVERLY A HOBBY & PATRECIA NELSON

**GCHP2 CH SIR NEWTON TKN (D)**
By GCH CH SHOGUN’S PRINCE OF MAYHEM ON SILKWINGS X MONARCH’S LADY TONETTE 
Breeder: MARGIE RICCOMINI 
Owner: MS. KATHERINE MIMS

**TRICK DOG INTERMEDIATE**

**VALERIES HYSERS FIRST NOELLE CGC TKN (B)**
By VALERIES BISHOP WATCHING OVER US LOVE SHETEALIA X VALERIES ‘THERESA OF CALCUTTA’ SERVICE TO OTHERS 
Breeder: VALERIE TIBBETTS 
Owner: DONNA HYSER

**A BREED APART’S AILA FAE TKI (B)**
By MONARCH’S MIGHTY OLAF X A BREED APART’S THELMA CGC 
Breeder: KELLY DUDLEY 
Owner: MRS. CAROL EMILY BROWER

**ANDALI PH THE ONE WHO KNOWS LOVE CGC TKI (D)**
By CH ANDALI LA REN SHADOW IN THE GLEN X CH ALL OF MY LIFE VIVE VANETTE MAASS 
Owner: JOLENE ROUDEBUSH & ANDREA S MELOON & CHERYL MAASS & TEGAN JAWROSKI

**KINGS CROSSING PHOEBE TKI (B)**
By SPECIALTY RALPH LAUREN X KINGS CROSSINGS PUMPKIN SPICE 
Breeder: LESLIE BLANK 
Owner: LORI WOJCIECHOWSKI

**PINNACLE SAMSON WHAT A TRIP UD RE TKN (D)**
By DEANNA’S PEANUT BUTTER-FLY X PINNACLE’S PRETTY IN PINK 
Breeder: PATRECIA NELSON 
Owner: BEVERLY A HOBBY & PATRECIA NELSON

**SHERJAK’S WILLIE MCCLEAD CGC TKN (D)**
By CH SHERJAK’S MAN IN THE MIRROR X SHERJAK-PINES STILL MAKING MAGIC 
Breeder: SHERRIE PUZAK & MR. JAMES E. PUZAK 
Owner: MARY MCCLEAD
TRICK DOG ADVANCED

ALADA’S O SOLO MIO BN RI FDC CGCA CGCU TKA (D)
BY CH ROSY WINGS JUST MY BOY X CH DEANNA’S EMMA JEAN OF ALADA
BREEDER: MRS. ALTHEA E CONNETTI
OWNER: WANDA JESONIS

ALL THAT JAZZ 1 TKA (B)
BY UNKNOWN X UNKNOWN
BREEDER: UNKNOWN
OWNER: VALERIE VILARDI

KINGS CROSSING PHOEBE TKA (B)
BY SPECIALTY RALPH LAUREN X KINGS CROSSINGS PUMPKIN SPICE
BREEDER: LESLIE BLANK
OWNER: LORI WOJCIECHOWSKI

NOVICE BARN HUNT

GCH CH FLAMBEAU’S AVELAINE OF TOPFLITE OA AXJ RATN CGC TKI (B)
BY CH ARKENO TOPFLITE HIGH PROFILE X MERIT TOPFLITE HAPPY HOUR
BREEDER: M KEITH MACALUSO & SANDRA L SCHUMACHER & ERIN A MOORE
OWNER: DONNA CALVERT & KEITH MACALUSO

HYSER’S BLAZE OF GLORY BN RN FDC CGCA CGCU TKI ATT (D)
BY CH MARQUIS HOW TO TRAIN YOUR DRAGON X CH MARQUIS BY ROYAL DECRREE
BREEDER: PAULA RAY & KEVIN M RAY
OWNER: DONNA K HYSER

VALERIES HYSERS FIRST NOELLE CGC TKN ATT (B)
BY VALERIES BISHOP WATCHING OVER US LOVE SHETEALIA X VALERIES ‘THERESA OF CALCUTTA’ SERVICE TO OTHERS
BREEDER: VALERIE TIBBETTS
OWNER: DONNA HYSER